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Nomenclature

center of ITIonlell_, Um

spectral distribution, 2,'rP_O0''''_" dO f'.'dlcr sin 0
dp 3

pion total energy

center of lnonaentunl energy

LIDCS

COM

dcr

E

_CIII

dva

EAS

LIDCS

?l/p

P;,

p

Pltlax

pl

extensive air shower

Lorentz in_.riant differential cross section

pro|.on mass

pion m ass

proton momentuna

pi on m omen l,uIn

maximum possible monaentum scat.l.ered pion can have for given v/7

pion transverse momentum, p sin 0

magnitude of center of inolnentum frame four momentum, equal to total energy in
ten te r o f moment u n I fr ame

T pion kinetic energy

Tllal, laboratory frame kinetic energy of incoming proton

0 angle of pion scattering with respect to direction of incidenl partMe

_oOn'aXdo[ "n'ax
total cross section, 27r dp E d'3.. p_ sill 0

";',,,i. dvO +

Quantities with an asterisk (e.g., 0") refer to the quantities in the center of nlomentum frame,
whereas quantities without an asterisk (e.g., O) refer to the quantities in the la.lmratory frame.
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A b st r a ct

An accumt_ kT_owhdge of cross sectioms for pion production in
proton-prolo_ collisions fiT_ds wide applicatioT7 in particle physics,
astrophysics, cosmic ray physics, and space radiation7 problems,
especially il7 sihtations wheT_ an ineid_t proton is transported
through some medium and l_'_owlfdge of the oulpu! particl_ spectrum
is requited when give_ the input spectrum, ht these cases, accurate
pammet_rizalious of the cross sections are &sin& h_ this paper
much of the c.rperimental data arc reviewed a_d compared with a
wide varidy of diffclrut cross seclion paramelcrizaliol_s. Th¢tvforv,

paramelerizations of neutral and chargcd pion cross sections arc pro-
rided that give a very accurate descriptio12 of the expcrimel_lal data.
Lorentz invariaut differeulial cross scctiol_s, spechul distributio,s,
and lolal cross scclion paramelerizalions arc prvscT_ted.

1. Introduction

Pion production in proton-proton collisions has been exten_vely studied for many years; this

knowledge now finds uwfill applications in a varlets of areas as follows:

1. Two important, types of particle detectors are the hadronic and electromagnetic ca.lorime-

ters (ref. 1) where an electronlagnetic or hadronic shower is iniliated by a high-energy

incoming particle; from a Monte-Carlo simulation of the shower, one is able to deduce

important characteristics of the incoming particle such as its energy and identity

2. The prinlary cosmic rays can be detected by a variety of methods, depending on the

incident energy; for the very high-energy cosmic rays, where the flux is relatively low, the

extensive air showers tEAS's) (refs. 2, 3, and 4) provide the most convenient means of
detection; the EAS is analogous to the hadronic or electromagnetic calorinaeter used in

particle physics but. with the atmosphere of the Earth being the active volume in which
the shower develops; the EAS has both electronlagnetic and hadronic components, and

similar to./,he calorimeter, the energy and identity of primary cosmic ray nuclei can be

deduced via. Monte-Carlo sinmlation of the showers (refs. 2 and 3)

3. Ill long-duration human space flights, such as a misdon to Mars, the radiation levels

induced by galactic cosmic rays can exceed exposure limits set. for astronauts (refs. 5

and 6); in determining the radiation environment inside a spacecraft., one nee& to
transport the exterior cosmic ray spectrum through the spacecraft, wall to determine the
interior radiation spectrum

4. In gamma ray (refs. 7 and 8) and high-energy neutrino astronomy (refs. 9 and 10),

the diffuse background radiation is due in large part. to the gamma rays and neutrinos
produced in proton collisions with the prot,)ns in the interstellar medium; in addition, pion

production from proton-proton eollisiort-_ finds applications in the calculation of gamma

ray emission from the accretion disk around a black hole (ref. 11)

In all these applications, having an accurate knoMedge of the cross seetiorLs for pion

production in proton-proton collisions is crucial. In addit ion, most of the a.l)plications mentioned

require solving the transport equations that determine the particle spectrum on one side of a

material (active vohm_e of calorimeter, atmosphere of Earth, spacecraft, wall, or interstellar
medium) given the incident particle spectrum. Use of pion production cross sections in such

trarLsport codes requires that the cross section be written in a simple form. The transport codes

have many iterative loops, which will take too nmch computer time if the cross section formulas

also contain many iterative loops. Thus it. is most advantageous if one can write down simple



formul_ wtfich parameterize all experimental data on pion production cross sections; l his is the

aim of the present, work.

In this paper, simple algebraic parameterizations of charged and neutral pion production

cross sections valid over a. range of energies are presented. The cross sections provided are

Lorentz invafiant differential cross sections (LIDCS's), laboratory frame spectra] dislributions

(i.e., energy differentia] cross sections), and total cross sect.ions because they are the types of

cross sections most widely used in transport equations. Many such parameterizalions have

been presented before, but the problem is decidhlg which are correct_ and whether a particular

parameterization applies only to a limited data. set. or is valid over a wider range. In the present

work, an exhaustiw_ data search has been performed, and as many differen! parameterizations a.s

possible have been compared with as much data as possible _) that defilfit.ive conclusions couhl

be reached concernh_g which ks the most a.ccurate paramelerization 1.o use.

The crom sections discussed in this paper are for inclus'ive pion production in proton-proton

collisions; thai is, the reactions considered are p + p ---, :r + X, where p represenLs a proton,

,'r represents a pion, and X represents any combination of particles. An extensive search for

LIDCS data was performed, and the data were u_'d to compare all available parameterizations.

A method for generating pa.rameterizations for these cross _ctions is aim described and applied

to rr0 producl.ion. Spectral distribution and total cross section formulas were not developed

directly because of lack of data. Instead, t.he most successful LIDCS paramelerizations were

first transformed into laboratory frame spectral distributions by numerical integration. The_

spectral distributions were parameterized and then numerically integrated to generate laborato W

frame total cross sections. Finally, the total cross sections were compared with awailable data and

parameterized as well. This procedure is d_scttssed, and lhe parameterizations of the mmaerical

results are given. Multiple checks of the accuracy of all resulls were made, and some of lhem

are presented.

Finally, there are a lot of figures in this paper. What often hal>pens when variol_s authors

come up with a parameterization is that they only apply it, to a limited data set. Ofl.en when a

particular parameterization ks applied t_o other data, it. does not work" this ks the reason for the

large number of figures in the present paper. The aim is to show that the parameterizations in

tlfis paper do apply well to a whole range of experimental data..

The derivation of the maximum momentum is presented in appendix A. The kinematic

relatiolrs between the two reference framc_- the center of mass and the laboratory frames-

are presented in appendix B. Appendk'< C presents a synopsis of data transfonnatiorts.

2. Comparison of Lorentz Invariant Differential Cross Sections

The object, is to determine a.n accurate parameterization for inclusive LIDCS's, which can

be confidently applied to regions where no experimental dater are available. For example., if

the fornml_ were to be used for the purpose of developing radiation shielding materials, the

parametric equation would need to be extrapolated t.o energies lower than those for which data

are a_ailable. The most convenient formulas are those that are in cloud form, since they are

easily used and take relatively little computer time in numerical calculatiorLs. Some of t.he

formulas that were considered as representations of the LID(?S's were not in closed form but

included tabulated functions of energy (i.e., numerical values were given for specific energy values

rather than a functional form). When comparing parameterizations, c]o_._d-form expressions

were given precedence over other equally accurale fomaulas.

The invariant single-particle distribution is defined by

/(,4n - cx) -- - 'la - 7 a77-a (1)
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detecting a particle C within the phase-space volume element dp3,, A and B are tile initial

colliding particles, C is the produced particle ofinl erest, X represents all other particles produced

in the collision, E is the total energy of the produced parlic]e C, and f_ is the solid angle. This

form (eq. (1)) is favored because the quantity is invariant under Lorentz transformations.

The data for pion production in proton-proton interactions are prinlarily reported in terms of

the kinematic varialAes, 0", _/7. and p±, which are, respectively, the center of momentum (COM)

frame _attering angle, lhe invariant mass, and the transverse momentum of the produced pion.

The mass v_is a Lorentz invariant quantity and is equal to the total energy in the COM frame;

P_L = P* sin 0', where p* is the COM momentum; P_L is invariant under the transfomaation from

the laboratory (lab) frame to the COM frame. (See appendix B for a more detailed discussion

of kinematic variables.) All momenta, energies, and masses are in gigaelectron volts.

2.1. Neutral Pions

Biisser et al. (re['. 12) have fitted the LIDCS data obtained in the reaction p + p _ rr0 + X

(where p represents a proton, rr0 represents the neutral pion produced, and X repre_nts a.l]

other produced particles) to an equation of the form

Eda°'- ApTn exp( bPd-)7, - (2)

with A = 1.54 x 10 -26, n = 8.2.1, and b = 26.1. Equation (2) is basod on a specific set or

experimental data with all measurements taken at 0* _ 90 ° and was originally intended only

for pions with high p±. Comparison of this parameterization with data available from other

experiments (refs. 13 to 19) indicates that the global behavior of the invariant cross section

cannot be represented by a function of this form. (See figs. 1 to 96.) The parameterization of

Biisser et al. (ref. 12) was not plotted becalt_e the crom section ks much too small in the P_L

range covered by the graph.

The fo]lm_qng form has been used by Albrecht eta]. (ref. 20) to represent neulral pion

prod uclion'

E da° =
' dT_" C ( p _Lt ,0+PO',l']n (3)

where C', n, and P0 are free parameters. Because this equation only has dependence on P_L when

the data (refs. 13 to 19) shown in figures 1 to 96 also ha_'e dependence on _ and 0", this form

is not general enough t,o represent all the data.

Many authors (e.g., ref. 21) have favored a. representation for the invariant cross section of

the form

E d--73 =d3cr _Lf2) -N/2 (4)A(p + z(<_,0*)

where f(x_L, 0") = (1 -- X_L)F, N and F are free parameters, the scaling variable X_L is given by

P_L 2p_L
X_L = -r---_ _ and

Pmax V/7 '

, [ (,s q--/__.#2.__22_,,2)2] 1/2

[ J
where m,-r and mp are the mass of the neutral pion and the proton, respectively. (See appendix A

for details on P'lax') The outline of this basic form has been used by Carey et a.1. in fitting



the invarianl cross section for tile inclusive reaction p + p ---* 7r0 + X. (See ref. 22.) Their

representation is given by

d3a 0.86) -4.5ET= At), + (1- 4 (5)

where xL = _ is the radial scaling variable and the normalization constant A has been
t¢ Pmax

determined as A _ 5. This parameterizat.ion accurately reproduces the data= for measurements

taken at 0 _ = 90 ° and v/_ >_ 9.8 GeV but does not. agree well with the data for smaller angles
and v_= 7 GeV as can be seen in figures 1 to 96.

Another problem with this parame_rization becomes apparent, when one considers thai

integration over all allowed angles and outgoing particle momenta should yield the total inclusive
cross ruction. The details of this calculation appear in section 3. A comparison of the

experimentally determined total cross section data from Whitmore (ref. 23) with the results of the

numerical il_tegration of equation (5) shows that the total cro_ section is greatly underestilnalcd

by Carey. (N,e fig. 5.)

Stephens and Badhwar (ref. 19) obtained data from the photon cross sections given by

F'idecaro et al. (ref. 13), wttich were taken at incident proton kinetic energy of Tla b = 23 GeV

and P_l_= 0.1 - 1.0 GeV. (Note.: No error was listed by Fidecaro et al. for pion production. Error
bars of 10 percent, were added to the data in the figures because this level of error was standard

for most other data. Also, Stephcus and Badhwar use the notation Ep iuslead of Tlab.) Figures 1

to 96 demoustrat_ the accuracy of the parameterization of Stephens and Badhwar in this region
_s well as other regions. The parameterization of the _-0 inwariant cross section proposed by

Stepheus and Badhwar (ref. 19) is presented as follows:

where

dpa = Af(TI_b)(I- 2)qexp 1 +4m'[,/.sJ
(6)

= . + (:, +.-?.)

1 - C2p± +

f(Tlab>= (' + 23T_2o)(l-4m_) 2s

*'liP*

and ,,t = 140, B = 5A3,C'1 = 6.1, C) = 3.3, C3 = 0.6 with x i = v,,,ax_-Vsl--'and p[ = p'cos0*.

The Stephen_Badhwar parameterization was found 1o be the best of the previously mentioned

representations becau_ it. accurately reproduces the data in the low P_l_ region, where the cross
section is greatest (figs. 1 to 4), and its integration yiel& accurate values for the total cross

section (fig. 5). Equation (6) is, however, a. poor tool for predicting values of the invariant

cross section for P_L >--2 GeV becattse the value predicted underestimates experimental data by

_10 orders of magnituiie. (Sew fig s._6 and 7.)

No paramet#rization currently exists that accurately fits the global behavior of the LIDCS

data. Previous equatiolrs have suffered from being too ,specific to a particular set of experimental
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data or fi'otn failing to reproduce the total cross section upon integration. For these rea_laq, a

new pa.rameterization is desired_ne that correctly predicts all available data while maintaining

the essential quality of correctly producing the t_ta.l cross section upon integration.

The approach adopted in the pre_nt work is to assume the following form for the in_.riant

cross section:

Ed '3rr D(v/7,t,_L,O*)F -- , (o
=  ,sinO*) =9O ) (7)

The molivation for an equation of this form is that as the angle decreaws, l.ho crom section

decreases veu slowly a.t. lower P.l_ va.lues. The approximation that was ma.de in deriving

equation (7) is that as pl _ 0, the cross section is assumed to be independent of the angle.

Under the assumplion that the invariant cross section can be fitted by equation (7), the

program goes as follows. Find a repre_mtation for the cross section as a function of energy

v"7 and transverse .monmntum p± Dom experimental data taken al. 0* = 90 °. The quantity

F(v/7,p_L) is then completely determined because (sin 0") D is unity at 0* = 90 °.

At 0* = 90 °, the data are well represented by

E_(0*=90 °) -- F(V%',)
dp"

(8)

with

F(v/7't)±)= ln (_ ) G(q'p±)n

q = sl/4

and the COM pion production threshold energy

V_min -- 2u¥ + n_Tr

The fimction

was parameterized a.s

(7(q,p±) =_

,] . _ O

E_(O =90 )

G(q, p±): exl)(kl +/,'2Pl + a'3q -1 + k4pS_L 4- k5q -2 4- k6P_Lq -1 4- l_'7P1 4- J_:8q-3

+ l_'gpLq -2 + kl0p2q -1 4- ]ellP2 3) (9)

with ]_'1 = 3.24, k2 = -6.046, ka = 4.35, k4 = 0.883, k5 = -4.08, k 6 = --3.05, k7 = -0.0347

k s = 3.046, k 9 = 4.098, kl0 = -1.152, and loll : -0.0005. The parameters k I to kl0 were

obtained with the numerical curve-fitting _ftware, Table Curve 3D (ref. 24), and the eleventh

term was added to modify the low p± beha_dor of the parameterization.

With F(_/7,p_k) determined, the function D(v/7,p±,O *) is the only remaining unknown.

Solving for D yields

1,,(E -In

D(v"7'P±'O*) = in(sin 0'<) (10)



Equations (8) and (9) were then u_d in equation (10) to calculate values of D(v/7,p±,O*).

If the flmction D is independent of angle, then equation (10) could be determined for any fixed

angle, 0* 7_ 90 °. Data were compared for a range of angular values, and lhese data revealed

that the function D is not independent of angle. The angular dependence turned out to be of

the form (sin 0")-°"45 and

[ l?]O(v/7,pl,O *) = (sin 0") -0A5 clpc(2(v/7) c3 + c4 v/7 q- 7 -1- -- (11)

with cl = 205.7, c2 = 3.308, c3 = -2.875, c4 = 10.43, and c5 = 0.8. The final forrn of our

result ant parameteriz ation for the neutral pion in,art ant cross sec lion in proton-proto n collisions

is equation (7) with D(p±,vtT,0* ) given in equation (11), F(p±,v/7) given in equation (8), and

G(q,p±) given in equation (9). This form is accurate over a much greater range of transver_

momentmn values than those covered by previous representations. (See figs. 1 to 96 for

comparisons.) For the low transverse momentum region where the cross section is the greatesl,

the fit t_ quite similar to that of Stepher_s and Ba.dhwar (ref. 19). Also, figure 5 shows thal

both formulas (eqs. (7) and (6)) integrate to approximately the same total crom section, which

is in agreement with the data from Whitmorc (ref. 23). A more complete comparison of the

h_tegrated total cross section to data is given by Stepherts and Badhwar (ref. 19).

2.2. Charged Pions

The available data for charged pions, consisting mostly of measurenaents made at 0* = 90 °,

are less extensive than 7r0 data.. Therefore a higher degree of uncertainty exists in LIDCS's

for charged pions. Integration of an LIDCS to get a total cross section and comparison of the

results with total cross section data allow a check of the global fit of a parameterization. This

check was made for charged as well as neutral pions, but because of a lack of data, it is more

hnportant for charged pions. Pa.rameterizations that do not integrate to the correct total cross

section can be ruled out, even if the LIDCS data are well represented because the global behavior

of tile parameterizatioll cannot be accurate. However, producing a correct, total cross section

upon h}tegra.tion does not necessarily imply that the global beha_qor of the parameterization

is correct.. If more measurements were made, a tighter constrainl could be placed on possibh"

LIDCS parameterizatiop_s. If the spectral distribution ta measured at three different values

of pion energy for two different proton collision energies, the general behavior of the spectral

distribution could be checked. The angular dependence of LIDCS parameterization could then

be tested by integrating over the angle and comparing the results with the spectral dist.ribulion

data. For the purposes of space radiation shiehting, measurements al proton lab kinetic energies

of 3 and 6 GeV and pion lab kinetic energies of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 GoV would be useful because

this is the region with both a large cross section and large galactic cosmic ray fluxes. These

measurements would need to be ma.de only for one pion, preti:rably rr0, because the general

behavior of all the pion production cross sections is approximately the same. With them facts

[11 mind, a compar[son of LIDCS parameterizations with data fl'om references 15 and 25 to 28

for charged pion production follows.

A parameterization for rr- of the form

dp3 =
(12)

has been given by Albrow el. al. (ref. 28), where A and B are tabulated functions of x_ = @--,
" , Pmax "

and A and B are given only for x = 0.18, 0.21, and 0.25, _hich limits the u_fulness of this

par amet eriz ation.



Alper et al. (ref. 25) have fitted the data for both ,'r+ and rr- production to the following
form:

r -Aexp(-Rv± + ±j exp(-D,?) (la)
dp 3 --

where y is the longitudinal rapidity, and A, B, (7, and D are ta.bulaled flmctions of .s that are

also dependen( on the type of produced parlicle (rr + or rr-). (Note that a( 0* = 90 °, y equals 0.)

The fit to tile data is excellen( for low transverse momentum, as can be seen ill figures 97 to 102,

but. the figures show thal this form has an increasing cross section for high P_l_,which contradicts

the trend in the data.. Also, there are different sets of constants for each different energy, which

makes a generalization to arbitrary energies difficult.

Pa.rameterizalions done by Carey el a]. (ref. 29) and Ellis and Stroynowski (ref. 21) have a

similar form, although Carey's was applied only to rr-. Both underestimale LIDCS's for low pl,
where the cross section is the largest.. (,See figs. 97 to i02.) The following equation is Carey's

par ame( eriz ation :

d ac, _ ' 0.86) -4.5ET(, _ (1- xR) (14)

where N = 13 is the overall normalization cm)stant and xR = ,_ . The following

equation _s Ellis's paranle(.erization, which was applied to both rr+ and _-- production at.
0* = 90°:

dP 3 - (1 - a'_t_)F (15)

where M, N, and F are given constants, A is an unspecified overall normalization for which we
p± 2p±

used A = 13, and X_L = "r"--Pmax"_ "_'"

The most successful previously developed LIDCS paramelerizal.ion available for charged pion

production was found to be lhe one developed by Badhwar, Stephens, and Golden (ref. 30),
wlfich is

da_r A(1 - _,')q -B,,±/(I+4@/_) (16)
E_ = (1 + 4)@Is) 're

where q is a. function of p_j_and s, such that

q

, 2
Ci + C,_p.j_ + Cap±

(l +

and

_" "_ {Xi2-{- 4(--._sp2 ..[_ 1).t2)] 1/2

Here Zll = _ 2 . For rr+, ,4 = 153 B = 5.55, CI = 5.3667, C2 = -3.5, C3 = 0.8334, and

r = 1. For rr-, A = 127, B = 5.3, Cl = 7.0334, C2 = -4.5, C3 = 1.667, and r = 3. This form

k_ accurate for low transver_ momentum (figs. 97 to 102), which is the most imporlant region

for radiation shielding because of the large cross section. It is also in closed form so thai extra

numerical complexities do not. have to be cm_sidered. A comparison with a few data. points,

shown in figures 103 and 104, demonstrates that it integrates to the correct total cross section.

A more detailed comparimn of the integrated cross section with experimentaJ data is given by

Ba.dhwar, Stephells, and Golden (ref. 30). Because of its relative accuracy and simplicity, this



paramelerizationwasintegratedto gel.total crom.sectionsandspectraldistributionsfor charged
pions.

MokhovandStriganov(ref. 3i) havealsodevelopedthe followingfornmlasfor both rr+ and
rr- production:

w he r e

0.2625
lq =

(9, + 0.st)

(p± < 0.933 GeV)

(p j_ > 0.933 GeV)

all d

I:e = 0.7363 exp(0.875p±) (p± _< 0.35 GeV)

(P_L > 0.35 GeV)

with :t = 60.1, B = 1.9, and C = 0.18 for a-+; ,4 = 51.2, B = 2.6, and C = 0.17 for ,'r-; and
D = 0.3, E = 12, and F = 2.7 for both ,'r+ and ,'r-. Figures 97 to 102 show thai the formula of

Badhwar has a. better fit. to the data in the low p± region where the cross section is the largest.

3. Spectral Distributions and Total Cross Sections

3.1. Method of Generathlg Other Cross Sections Prom LIDCS's

Although LIDCS's co,lain all the neces_ry information for a particular process, sometimes

other cross sections are needed. For example, one-dilnensional radia.tion transport requires
probability density distributions tl!ai, are integrated over solid angle. These quanlilies are

calculated in terms of spectral disiributions and total cross sections ralher than LIDCS's, but
with accurate pa.ramet,_rizations of LIDCS's, fommlas for hoth spectral distributions and total

cross sections can be developed. LIDCS's for inclusive pion production in proton-proton collisions

contain dependence on the energy of the colliding protons v/7, on the energy of the produced
pion Trr, and on the scattering angle of the pion 0. Total cross sections o', which depend only

on v/7, and spectral distributions d__, which depend on v_ and Tr, can be extracted from an

LIDCS by integration. If azinmthal s_mmmt, w is assumed, these crom sections take the following
forms:

da f da_r

2rrP]0 °'''_x dO E'd_,a sin 0 (18)

fOmax "Pro infP,.ax Edacrp2sinOdP 3o = 27rJO dO dp - (19)
@:,2 + ,n_

where 0max, Pmax, and pmin are the extrema of the scattering angle and momentum of the pion,
and rnrr is the rest. m_ss of the pion.

In the COM frame, these extrema can easily be determined. (See appendix A for a detailed

analysis.) lTsing conservatlon of momentum-and energy, one Can easily' show l " ....
i = _ : ]Z 7 7;; _: : , , :. :: _'::: =:_ = " "

i :

• p2= (*+ - (2o)
4s
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where s_. is the square of the invarianl mass of tile sinai of all particles excluding the pion, and p

is the magnitude of the three momentum of the pion. The independence of p on 0 implies that

0 can take on all possible _.lues (i.e., 0max = 7r), and the symmetry of the COM frame implies

that Pmin = 0. For a given value of s, it is obviolLs that momentum is a. maximum when sx is

a mininmm. As shown in appendix B, an invariant mass is a minimum when it is equal to the

square of the _ma of the rest masses of the particles in question. Momentum is, therefore, a.
maximum when s_. is the square of the sum of tim lea.st massive combination of particles that can

be produced and still satisfy all relevant con_rva.tion laws. For the reaction p + p --, rr + x, we

have .s_. _ 4m 2, where sut)script p repre_nts a proton. Exact formulas are listed in appendix B

along with a more detailed analysis.

If a Lorentz tra.nsfornlation is applied lo the maxinmm COM momentum, the integration

limits can be determined in other frames. By&ling and Kajantie (ref. 32) have shoml that by

transforming to the lab frame, the following fornmla can be obtained:

[ 1 (21)

where quantities with an asterisk are COM variables, quantities without an a.sterisk are eilher

lat) or invariant variables, rn/, _ the rest. mass of a proton, p, is the magnitude of the momenl um

of the projectile proton, and p+ -- Pmax is the maximum pion momentum. The greater of the

two quantities p- = Pmin and 0 is the minimum pion momentum, and lhe maximum scattering

angle can be determined t)y the requirement that p+ be real. This requirement implies that the

quantity under the square root in equation (21) must be greater than or equal to 0. Solving for

0max then gives the formula

0max = sin-I ( v/Tp'*'ax ) (22)
Pa _17_1,

With the limits of inlegration determined, an LIDCS can 1)e turned into a total cross section

or a spectral distribution by numerical integration. This procedure will, however, give discr_-te

"data" points not closed-form expres_ons. Parameterizations of these numerical data are needed,
if relatively simple formulas for these cross sections are desired. This process was completed for

all three pion species, and the corresponding formulas are given in the next section.

3.2. Parameteriz_ations

The surface parameterizations for the spectral distril)ution as a function of incident proton

kinetic energy in the lab frame Zla b and the lab kinetic energy of the produced pion Trr hase

been completed by numerically integrating LIDCS charged pion parameterizations of Badhwar,

Stepherrs, and Golden (eq. (16)and ref. 30) and the neutral pion cross section fmln Stephe_rs and

Badhwar (eq. (6) and ref. 19). The numerical integratk)n routines were checked by computh_g
total cross sections in both the lab and COM frames and comparing the results. Beealt_e total

cross _ection is a Lorentz invariant, the results should be tlm same in both frames. To accurately

fit the integration points for low energies, considering two regions of the surface and determining

representations for them individually have been necessary. For each of the three pions, the two

regiol_s consist of laboratory kinetic energies Zla b from 0.3 to 2 GeV and from 2 to 50 GeV.



The neutral pion spectral distribution for the range 0.3 to 2 GeV is given by the following

equations:

/72 = ALTO. 42 + A3T;4, l
la I)

/71 = exp A 5+ _+ATTI21_-k- + l

: ,.,exp (AI6V_+ A -'_Al*':'A19"_] T_41,_l,x,-r Xla,, )]L

('2'3)

with constants Ai given ill ta,ble 1. The neuiral pion spectral distrit>ution for the range 2 to

50 GeV is given by the following equal ions:

/

: exl,(B,7
tab P2 \ - /

(24)

with conslaills Bi given in table 2.

Table 1. Const, arits Ai for Equations (23) Table 2. Cons tant s Bi for E quat ion s (24)

Constant Vahi e

A1

A3
,4 I

A5

.-16

..'t7

Ab

A9

A10

All

A12

A i:_

A:t

Al._

A i6
At7

Aiu

6.78 x 10-t°

-2.86

1.82 x 10 -8

--1.92

22.3

0.226

-0.33

-1.75

-32.1

0.0938

-23.7
0.0313

2.5 x 106

1.38

0.25

-39.4

2.88
0.025

0.75

Co nst an t, Va hie

B1

B_

Ba
/:/,1

B5

Bo

Br
B8

Bu

B|o

Bll

/;/12

Bla
BI,t

B15

B16

BiT

1.3 x 10 -l°

-2.86

4.27 x 10 -9

--2.4
22.3

- 1.87

1.28

- 1.25

-33.2
0.0938

-23.6
0.0313

2.5 x 106

0.25

60322

1.07
-67.5
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The positivelychargedpion spectraldistribution ['orthe ra.nge0.3to 2 GeVksgivenby tile
followingequations:

a = c'_r_ +c3r,(2

[ c0_ ,. (, c, r(,,27,(,,3+c14hl(r,_,,)] (2._)1_,,F1 = exp C5+ +CTTI_ _+ -CvT_ 't0+ 11 rr

\dEjla b ti,'Tr _-'7+617,u exp X/_',T+C'20_)

with constants C", given in l.a.ble 3.

The positively charged pion spectra.l dist.ribut.ion for the range 2 t.o 50 GoV is given by lhe

following equalions:

_._= D,F_ +D_r,_;'

DO DT TD_ +
F 1 =exp D 5+ _+ 9 _ (26)

aF;,.,, g+ v_:3rg_"_x" "l';rl_:_)

with consta.nts Di given in table 4.

Table 3. Constants Ci for Equations (25) Table 4. Constanls Di for Equations (26)

Cons I.anl Value

Cl

C1

C6

(710

(711
C12

C13

C11

C15

(716
(717

(-'18

('-'19

('_.o

2.2 x 10 -8

-2.7

4.22 x 10 -7

-1.88

22.3

1.98

-0.28
-1.75

-29.4

0.0938
-24.4

0.0312

0.0389
1.78

2.5 x 106

0.25

976

2.3

-46

-0.989

Cons tant. Value

DI

D.2

Da
D.I

Da

Do

D7

D8

D9

Dl0

Oil

D12

Di 3

D14

D15

DI6
DI7

4.5 x 10 -ll

-2.98

1.18 x 10 -9

-2.55

22.3

-0.765

-35.3
0.0938

-22.5

0.0313
2.5 x 106

0.25

60322
1.18

-72.2

0.941

0.1

11



Thenegativelychargedpionspectraldkstributionfor therange0.3to 2GeV is givenby the
followingequations:

F2= ,,llrr -l-

rl=exp c._ + _ _- ' ;_ Gg_ :_o

= 7__1_c,']2=-+ ala exp al_ v/77
tab

(27)

wit.h constants Gi given in table 5.

The negatively charged pion spectral distribution for the range 2 to 50 GeV is given by the

following equations:

F2 = HIT,H2, + H3 TH'INab 1

]

F 1 =exp H 5+ _+ H7T_r +HgT',.r

• * J_l

H15 k/_ +
la,, = HlI']_fI2 72. -)- [/rl3T_Hlt exP ( HI6TIH)7)

(28)

wi(h constants Hi given in lable 6.

Table 5. Constants Gi for Equations (27) Table 6. Constants Hi for Equations (28)

Con stanl Value

GI

Q
GI

Q

c;,a
GI0

Gt 1

G12

G1:3

Gt I

1.06 x 10 -9

-2.8

3.7 x 10 -8

-1.89

22.3
-1.5

-30.5

0.0938

-24.6

0.0313

0.25

2.5 x 106

7.96

-49.5

CollSt mlt Value

H1

H_

H4

Ha
H6
H7

H8
H9

Hlo

HI I

HI2

HI3

Hi l

ltl_

Hi6

H17

2.39 x 10 -m

-2.8
1.14 x 10 -8

-2.3

22.3
-2.23

-31.3

0.0938

-24.9

0.0313

2.5 x 10 6

0.025

60322

1.1

-65.9

-9.39

-1.25

12



Total inclusive cross sections axe given by the following equations:

0.3 )-1

ln(Tlah)

o'er0 = 0.007 +0.1 TI_h + _ (29)
lab

0162'_ -1 (30)%re = 0.00717 + 0.0652 lnLTlah)'liah+ _lab ]

-1

0.0846 0.577"_ (31)c_;r- = 0.00456 + ,r0.'----Z-5+ _/
_lah _ lab /

For neutral pions, spectral distributions and total cross sections that were ba_d on the

present paxameterization given in equation (7) were also developed. The formula for the spectral
distribution was not divided into two regions and is much simpler than the previous fornmlas:

do" =exp Ill+ +T_+
lah lab

(32)

whore/_-1 =-5.8,/_2 :-1.82, K 3 = 13.5, and K,i=-4.5.

Because equation (7) and Stephens' LIDCS parameterization integrate to nearly the same

total cross section (fig. 5), separate total cross _,ction parameterizations are not necessary (i.e.,

use eq. (29)).

3.3. Discussion of Spectral Distributions and Total Cross Sections

As discussed previously, figures 1 to 4 and 6 to 9 show the LIDCS parameterizations for 7r0

production of Carey el. al. (eq. (5) and ref. 14), Stephm_ and Badhwar (eq. (6) and ref. 19),

and of equation (7) plotted with data from references 12 to 17, 20, and 23. The figures are

graptrs of cross _ction E d3° plotted against transverse momentum p2 for variolL_ values of
• dp3

COM energy' Ecru and COM scattering angle 0", which can be transformed into lab _.riables

as shown in appendix B. Figures 1 |.o 3 and 7 show thai. the pa.rameterizatioi_ of Carey et al.

is not an adequate representation of the data.. Figures 6 and 7 show that the parameterization
of Stephens and Badhwar fails for high transverse momentum by severely underpredicting the
cross section.

Figure 5 shows numerically integrated LIDCS parameterizations of Stephens and Badhwar
(eq. (6) and ref. 19), of Carey el. al. (eq. (,5) and ref. 14), and of equation (7) (referred to

as "Kruger") for rr0 production plotl, ed with a parameterization of the integrated fommla.s of

St,el>tlen,s and Badhwar, referred to as "Stephens-total-l)aran_" (eq. (29)). Three data points

from Whitmore (ref. 23) show that Carey's parameterization does not integrate to the correct.

values and that the rest are quite accurate. (See ref. 19 for more detail.)

Figures 10 to 96 show ,'r° LIDCS parameterizations of Carey et al. (eq. (5) and ref. 14),

of Stephens and Badhwar (eq. (6) and ref. 19), and of equation (7) plotted with data from

references 12 to 17, 19, and 20 over a wide range of angles and energies. These graphs show that

equation (7) has the best global fit. to all data availal>le.

As discussed previously, figures 97 to 102 show rr+ and rr- LIDCS parameterizations of Alper
eet al. (eq. (13) and rer. 2.5),of Badhwar, Stephens, and Gold n (eq. (16) and ref. 30), of Ellis

and Stroynowski (eq. (15) and ref. 21), of Carey et al. (eq. (14) and ref. 29), and of l_lokhov

13



andStriganov(eq. (17)andref. 31)and LIDCS data from references 18 and 15 plotted again,st
t.rart_verse momentunl for _fifferent values of COM energy Ec,n with all at 0* = 90 °. These

graphs show that the parameterizations of Badhwar and Alper best. fit the data, but. Alper's
parameterizat,ion rapidly increases for high transver_ momentum M_ich contradicts the trend
of the data.

Figure 103 shows numerically integrated LI DCS parameterizations of B adhwar, Stephens, and
Golden (eq. (16) and ref. 30) for rr+ plotWd with paranleterizatial_s of the integrated formulas

of Badhwar referred to as "present work" (eq. (30)). Figure 104 shows numerically integrated

LIDCS parameterizations of Badhwar, Stephens, and Golden (eq. (16)and ref. 30), of Carey

et al. (eq. (14) and ref. 29) for rr- plotted with parameteriza.tiorts of the integrated formulas of

Badhwar referred to as "pre_nt work" (eq. (31)). Three data points from reference 23 show thal

Carey's parameterization does not integrate to t.tm correct values and that Badhwar's formula _s

fairly accurate. The figures aNo show that the parameterization fits the numerically integrated
formula.s verb" well.

Figure 10,5 shows w0 spectral distribu|ion parameterizatiolts given by equations (23) and (24)

plotted with LIDCS parameterization of Stephelts nmnerically integrated at several lab kinetic

energies. Figure 106 is the same a.s figure 105 except, that the spectral distribution of

equation (32) is plotted with the numerical integration of equation (7).

Figures 107 and 108 draw rr- and lr + spectral distribution parameterizations plotted with

LIDCS parameterizat.ion of Badhwar, Stephens, and Golden (eq. (16) and ref. 30) numerically

integrated. Cross section _ is plotted against the kinetic energy of the produced pion T_ a.t

several values of the lab kinetic energies of the colliding proton.

4. Concluding Remarks

This paper presents parameteriz ation ofcrom sections for inclusive pion pro d uc tion in proton-

prot.on collisions. The cross sections of interest are Lorentz invariant differential cro_ sections

(LIDCS's), laboratorb' (lab) frame spectral distributions, and total cross sections. For neutral

pions the parameterizalion of St.eplmns and Badhwar (AS/ml, hy,s. &: ,','pace ,%i., vol. 76, 1981,

pp. 213 217) fit. the data well for low values of transverse monlent.um P_I_but overpredict the

cross section by many orders of magnitude at, lfigh p2 m.lues. Because of this inaccuracy, an

equation was developed. The final form of our resultant parameterization for the neutra.] pion
invarianl, cross section in proton-proton collisions is as accurate a_s that of Stephens and Badhwar

at low P_l_values but is much more accurate at high p± _lues. For charged pions the fomm]a of

Badhwar, Stephens, aim Golden (Phys. Rer. D, vol. 15, 1977, pp. 820 831) was found to best.

represent the data except at. high p± values and that of Ellis and Stroynowski (Rev. Modern

Phys., vol. 49, 1977, pp. 753 775) was quite accurate. The fornmla of Badhwar, Stephens, and
Golden was used in the development of spectral distributions and total cross sections because il.

was the most accurate at low p± where the cross section is the greatest,.

The data for lab frame spectral distributions and total cross _ctions are scarce; therefore,

parameterizations for lh_e quantities were developed with LIDCS fommla,s. These formulas

were numerically integrated, result.ing in discrete numerical data. poinls for the other cross sec-
tions, namely' spectra] distributions and total crom sections. The accuracy of the representations

"of lab fraine spectral distributions and :tot, a.1 cross Sectiott_ is, "tl{erefore,:iimiti'_d to {.he:accu-

racy of the original LIDCS's. The numerical data were then parameterized so that closed-form
expressions could be obtained. As a check on the accuracy, the total cross section numerical

data were compared with experimental data.. They were found to agree quite well, but when
the numerical data for the spectral distributions for the fommla.s for rr0 production are com-

pared, they are fomld to disagree. Becau_ both original LIDCS formulas fit the data well at

14



lowP_I_, where the cross section is greatest., and both formulas integrate to t.he correct total cross
sect.ion, the a_.ila.ble data must not be sufficient to lmiquely determine the global behavior of

l he LIDCS's. The data for charged pion production were much more limited t.han the data. for
neutral pion production; t.herefore, t.he same problem exists for charged pions.

To more accurately determine the cross sections for space radiation applications, measure-

men|.s of the spectral distribution at. lower energies (for example, proton la.b kinetic energies of 3

and (_ GeV and pion lab kinetic energies of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 GeV) for one pion species would
need to be taken. Only measurements for one pion species would be needed because they al]

ha_e appro×imately the same genera.1 behavior. These mea.surement,s would put a much lighter

constraint on the global properties of the LIDCS's, and the spectral (fistril)ution parameteriza-
tions could also be ma.de more accurate.

15



Append ix A

Derivation of Maximum Momentum

Consider an inelastic two-particle collision. Tile maxinmm monlentum that a produced

particle can have in the COM frame can ea-sily be determined by imposing con._rvation laws.

The reaction consi&red is a two-particle A and B reaction resulting in a pion rr and various
other particles X (i.e., A + B _ rr + X). Quantities pertaining to the initial particles are labeled

with sul_'ripts a and b. Quantities pertaining to the pion of interest are labeled with subscript
7r, and quantities pertaining to the system consisting of all other produced particles are labeled

with _fl)script x. Units where the speed of light is equal to unity are used.

Conservation of energy implies that the initial energy equals the final energy:

E,,+ & = E_ + E, = ,/7 (Aa)

where v_ is the invariant mass of the entire system. See appendix B for the relations between
various kinematic variables.

In the COM frame, the total three moment uin is zero. Therefore,

F. = -_. (ha)

IK_lu= IF.[2 (A4)

z2,_- ,,,_ = z_2.- ._,, (A5)

where sa. is the square of the in_ztria.nt mass of the system consisting of all particles except the
pion, and mrr is the rest. mass of the pion. By rearranging terms, a.d(fing E_ to both sides, and

a little fm'ther aIgebra, equation (37) becomes

+ +2z. z. = + .,,.- +2r,.r,.
(A6)

(At)

s - .%: + ,n_ = 2Er(E,r + E.) (A8)

Substituting equation (AS) into equation (A1) results in

2E.e7 = _- _. + ,,,[ (A9)

s q- m 2 -- sx

Er - 2,/7 (Al0)

If, t2-- (_ +,,,_ _ _,.)2_ ,,,[ (All)
"Is

Equation (A 11) obviously implies thai the pion momentum is a maximum for a. given s, when
s_. is a minimum:

2 )2
i,_,.,._xl2 = (s + ,,,_- 8x,,,i,, -m2r (A12)

4s
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To speciE' [l-_Trm._x]2 for a given inclusive reaction, s.min needs to be derived; s. is the Nuare of

tile invariant mass of an N particle systenl, which is defined as l,he square of the four momentum

of that systenl, as follows:

s_. = pi (A13)

N

_. = _ w .pj (A14)
i,j= 1

where Pi "Pj is a, Lorentz scalar and can be calculated ill any fl'ame. For simplicity, the ca,lculation
is done in the rest, frame of the ith partMe, so that Ei = mi, the speed vi = 0, Pi = 0, and

9'i = --;'_ = 1. For masdve particles

v_.v; = &G - lr;. _j (A1,5)

Pi "Pj = 7imi_'jmj (A 16)

Pi "Pj = "7)'mimj (A17)

where ")j = 71 -1 t'52 _> 1, and vj is the speed of the jth particle. Equation (AI 7) fi_rther implies

Pi "Pj >__mimj (A18)

If one particle is massless, Pi "Pj can be cMcula, ted in the rest, frame of the massive particle,
which can be a_ssumed to be the ith particle, without a loss_ of generality:

PiPj = _LiEj -- Pi'Pj (AI9)

Pi "Pj = rniEj (i # j) (A20)

which is a minimum and equals zero in the linfit _ Ej -- O. If both particles are ma.mless,

p; .vj = E_Ea - i;_' gj

Pi "Pj = 0

Therefore, for any combination of massive and massless particles,

Pi Pj >- mimj

Substituting equation (A24) into equation (A14) results in

N

s. >_ E mimj

i,j= 1

17
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The refore,

N

Sxnlin _ ___ l??imj

i,j=]

2

8xm m z 777i

(A26)

(A27)

when the sum is over the least massive combination of particles that can be produced while

satisfying all rele'.cn,nt conservation la,_:s.

For pions produced in proton-proton collisions, the reactions where .s. can be a minimuna are
as follows:

For 7r+,

For _0

_()r 7r-_

p+ p-- 7r++ p+ p + c- +_'_

s.,,,i" = (2rot, + 7._ + mT_-)2 ._ 4m_

(A28)

(A29)

p+ p-- _r° + p+ p (A30)

p+p _ :r- +p+ p+ e + + u_ (A32)

=_ s.mi , = (2m v + ,n¢ + m.,: )2 _ 4m2 (A33)

where p represents a proton, e represents an electron, tee represents an electron-neutrino, 17e

represenls an electron-antineutrino, and e+ represents a positron.
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Appendix B
Kinematic Relations

Tile two referenceframesof interestin this paperare theCOM frameandthelab frame. In
a.two-particlecollision,the lab frameis defined_ that oneof thecollidingparticlesis at rest,
and hathe COM frame,tile ne| threenaomentun]is zero.Usingthefact thai thesquareof the
four nlomentumof a systems is Lorentz inva.riant, a relation between COM energies and lab

energies can be derived. In the COM frame,

= (< + E;) _ (B1)

where * refem t.o a. COM quantity, and variables without * are either in the la.b frame or they are

in_ariant under the transforlnation from the lab frame to the COM frame, E is a total energy,

]_ is a tllree momentum, and subscripts a and b distinguish the two colliding particles. Equation

(B1), therefore, implies thai. v'_ ks equal to the COM total energy.

In the lab franae where particle b is at rest., and Tlab is the kinetic energy of particle a,

= (E,, + Eb) 2 - (i;. + fb)2 (B2)

= (E. + ,,,_)2 _ i/;.i 2 (Ba)

_: ,._,+ ,,,_+ 2z.,.._ (B.I)

: ,,,_,+ ,.,_+ 2(r_,,,,+ ,,,.),._ (uS)

: (,,,,,+ ,.,b)2+ 2_,,._ (B6)

where ma and mb are tile rest. ma.._es of 1)articles a and b, respectively, 7]al, : E_r -- rn a is

the lab frame kinetic energy of the incoming particle, and E = @FI 2 + ID 2 . Taken together,

equa.t.io_ (B1) and (B6) imply that

(e,. + _:_)2: (,.,. + ,,,_? + 2_.m,,,,_ (BT)

The relations between the lab scattering angle O, the magnitude of tile lab three naomentum

li_], and the corresponding COM quantities can be derived by using the following equations

(ref. 32):

I/_1"sin 0*- t_1sin 0

t_1"co_0*= -,I_Icos0 - _,_,E

E* = -Tv I/glcos 0 + "_E

(BS)

(B9)

(UaO)
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where
v - _//1 - At-2 is the relalive speed of the lab frame and the COM frame, and for the case

/

of two colliding protons, ")"= 7]_t>+ 2m t, (ref. 32). Tile magnitude of the COM three momentumv_
and the COM scattering angle can now be easily derived ill the following manner:

ilY1.2= ],g1.2(cos 20 * + sin 2 0* )

It7[2 = ?2(1/31 cos0 -rE) 2 + l_i2sin2 0

add

tan 0* = IP]* sin 0*
I17[*cos 0* (B13)

tan 0 = [t7]sin 0

The refore,

O* -- |,an -1 ( Ii-_I sin 0 "_"_lit _s _---y ,,E ) (g 1,_)
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Appendix C

Synopsis of Data Transformations

The data used ill the comparison of different paramet, erizal.ions were given in terms of several

different kinematic variables. Some data were transfomled so that all data would t)e expressed

in terms of the same variables. A synopsis of the transfonnatiol_s that were performed for the

data. plotted in the figures is as follows.

The data from Bfisser et al. (refs. 12 and 15) and Owen et al. (ref. 17) were given for

different values of V_, p±, and 0". No transformations were performed. The data fl'om Carey

et al. (ref. 14) were given for different values of Pp, P_L, and 0; Pp was transformed t,o v/_

and the relation E = x/l_l 2 + m 2. Then 0 was t,ransfom_ed to 0* withby using equat, ion (B4)

equation (B 15). Eggert el al. (ref. 16) u_d v/7, p±, and 0. Equa.tion (B 15)was ttsed to t.ra_Lsform

0 t.o 0". Alper et al. (ref. 25) used v'_, P_I_, and the longitudinal rapidity g. Only data with

9 = 0 were used, and when 9 = 0 t.hen 0* equals 90 °. The dal.a from Whilmore (ref. 23) were
not. transformed.

St,ephens and Badhwar (ref. 19) used l)]mton production data from Fidecaro et al. (ref. 13)
to derive pion production cross sections. The varia.bles 7lab , 0, and p were used by Sl.ephens.

Equation (B6) was used to t.ransform _ab int.o v/7. Next, 0 was transformed t.o 0* by using

equation (B 15). Finally, p was transformed into pt by udng the equal.ion Pt = P dn O.
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Figure 31. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentum for 7r° production for Ee,_ = 16.9 GeV and

0* = 48 ° with data at 42.2 ° < 0* < 48.9 °
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Figure 33. LIDCS plot.ted against, t.ran_'erse momentum for rr ° production for EeT, = 16.9 GeV and
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Figure 35. LIDCS plot.ted against transverse naomentum for ,'r0 production for Ecru = 17.3 GeV and

0* = 84 ° with data at. 81.2 ° < 0* < 84.3 ° .
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Figure 37. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentunl for ,'r0 production for Ec,, = 18.2 GeV and
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Figure 38. LIDCS plot_ted against transverse momentum for 7r0 production for E_m = 18.2 GeV and
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Figure 40. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentum for r ° production for Ec,,, = 18.2 GeV and
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Figure 43. LIDCS plotted aga.hlsi transverse momentum for 7r0 production for E,,,, = 19.,1 GeV and
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Figure 45. LIDCS plotted against t ran_'erse momentum for 7r° production for Ecru = 19.4 GeV and
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Figure 49. LIDCS plotled agahlst transverse monaenlmn for rr ° production for Eem = 19.8 GeV and
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Figure 50. LIDCS plotied against transverse momentum for rr0 production for /iTem = 20.6 GeV and

O* = 36 ° with data a,t, 36.a ° < O* < 36.8 °.
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Figure 51. LIDCS plotted against transverse naomentuin for 7r0 production for Ecru = 21.0 GeV and

O* = 73 ° with data at 70 ° < O* < 73.4 ° .
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Figure 52. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentuna for rr ° production for Ecru = 21.7 GeV and
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Figure 53. LIDCS plotted against, t ran_'erse nloment.um for r 0 production for E,.,, = 21.7 GeV and

0* = 45 ° with data at 43.7 ° < 0* < 48.9 ° and Ecru = 20.6 and 21.7 GeV.
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Figure 55. LIDCS plotted agahlst transverse monwntun3 for ,'r0 production for Ecru = 21.7 GeV and

0* = 74 ° with data at. 70.9 ° < 0* < 75.8 ° and Ec,, = 20.6 and 21.7 GeV.
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Figure 57. LIDCS plotted agaiust transverse nlomentunl for ,-r0 production for Fern = 21.7 GeV and

0* = 86 ° with data at 85.5 ° < 0* < 88.4 ° .
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Figure 58. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentum for ,'r° production for E_m = 22.1 GeV and

0* = 70 ° with data at 67.2 ° < 0* < 70.7 ° .
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Figure 59. LIDCS plotted agahlst trausverse momentum for rr° production for Ee,7 = 22.8 GeV and

0* = 32 ° with data at 31.7 ° < 0* < 33.2 ° .
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Figure 60. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentunt for rr ° production for Eem = 22.8 GeV and
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Figure 61. LIDCS plotted against trana'erse moment, urn for rr 0 production for Ecru = 22.8 GeV and

0* = 44 ° with data at 41.8 ° < 0* <,14.8 ° .
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Figure 62. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentum for ,'r° production for Ec,,, = 22.8 GcV and

0* = 63 ° with data at 62.4 ° < 0* < 63.7 ° .
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Figure 63. LIDCS plotted against t.ransverse momentum for _.0 production for Ec,, = 22.8 GeV and

0* = 77 ° with data at 76.4 ° < 0* < 78.5 ° .
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Figure 64. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentum for 7r° production for Ee,,, = 22.8 GeV and

0* = 89 ° with data at. 88.2 ° < 0* < 88.9 ° .
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Figure 65. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentmn for rr 0 production for Ec,, = 23.1 GeV and

0* = 67 ° with data at. 64.7 ° < 0* < 68.2 ° .
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Figure 66. LIDCS plott:ed agains! transverse momentum for r 0 production for Ecru = 23.3 GeV and

0* = 16 ° with data at 0* = 15 ° and 17.5 ° .
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Figure 67. LIDCS I>lotted against transverse ntomentunl for 7r0 production for E_,7, = 23.3 GeV and

0* = 21 ° with data at 0* = 20 ° and 22 ° .
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Figure 68. LIDCS plotted against transverse monlent.unl for m"° production for Eem = 23.5 GeV and

0* = 90 ° with data at 86.1 ° < 0* < 90 ° and 23+5 < Ee,,, < 23.8 GeV.
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Figure 69. LIDCS plot.ted against transverse momentun_ for r 0 production for E_,,, = 23.8 GeV and

0* = 31" with data at. 30.4 ° < 0* < 31.9 °.
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Figure 70. LIDCS plotted against, transverse momentum for r 0 production for Eem = 23.8 Ge\7 and

0* = 42 ° with data at, 41.5 ° < 0* < 42.1 ° .
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Figure 71. LIDCS plotted agains! transverse momentunl for rr° production for Eem = 23.8 GeV and

0* = 65 ° with data at 64.6 ° < 0* < 66.0 °.
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Figure 72. LIDCS plotted against transverse momeld.um for r 0 production for E,-m = 23.8 GeV and

0* = 66 ° with data at 63.2 ° < 0* < 66.7 ° .
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Figure 73. LIDCS plotted against transverse momentunl for r ° production for Ee,, = 23.8 GeV and

0* = 76 ° wit, h data at, 73.2 ° < 0* < 76.6 °.
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Figure 75. LIDCS plotted against tran_erse naornentum for 7r0 production for Ecru = 25.7 GeV and

0* = 71 ° with data at 68.8 ° < 0* < 72.4 ° .
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Figure 83. LIDCS plotted agah_st transverse momentum for _0 production for Ee., = 52.8 GeV and
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Figure 92. LIDCS plotted against, transverse momentum for r ° production for Eem = 9.8 GeV and
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Figure 93. LIDCS plotled against, transverse momentum for rr° production for E_,, = 9.8 GeV and
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Figure 95. LIDCS plotted against tran_'erse monaentum for 7r0 production for Ee,,1 = 9.8 GeV and

0* = 55 ° with data at 54.6 ° < 0* < 55.7 °.
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Figure 96. LIDCS plot t,ed against transverse monaentum for 7r0 production for ETem = 9.8 GeV and
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Figure 97. LIDCS plotled against transverse momentum for 7r- production for E_m = 23 Ge\ and

0* = 90 °.
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